
Map of the book 
Unit Active reading Language in use Further reading Reading across cultures Guided writing Unit task

Passage Reading skills

P1 Unit 1 
A working 
life

About men; one 
man’s kids P2

Inferring omission of verbs in elliptical 
clauses
although + could have done to 
indicate possibility in the past
collocations Pp8-9

Finding our calling  P10 Résumé across cultures   P14 Writing a résumé  P15 Producing a list of 
the top ten jobs 
for graduates  P16

P23 Unit 2
Talking 
books 

They were alive 
and they spoke 
to me P25

Understanding 
writer’s style

adjectives ending in -ous
inversion (1): adjective + be
inversion (2): not only + verb …, 
but (also) …
collocations Pp30-31

Home  P32 Things fall apart  P36 Writing a book review 
P37

Writing an 
introduction to 
a Chinese writer 
P38

P45 Unit 3
Passing 
fashions

Fifty years of 
fashion  P46

Focusing on 
formal writing  

over- and under-
see
the use of a clause as the subject 
of the sentence
As something happens … so do …
collocations  Pp52-53

Crimes of fashion  P54 Tied up in knots  P58 Describing trends  P59 Making a 
scrapbook called 
“100 years of 
fashion”  P60

P67 Unit 4
Money 
matters 

Tuesdays with 
Morrie  P68

Understanding 
narrative

as if
unpacking difficult sentences
collocations  Pp 74-75

Develop a credit history 
during college  P76 

The bridges and gateways of 
Euroland  P80

Giving advice P81 Writing an article 
about opening a 
bank account in 
China  P82

P89 Unit 5
The gender 
gap

Sex differences 
in English gossip 
rules  P90

Understanding 
text organization

contrary to 
no more than
unpacking difficult sentences
collocations  Pp96-97

Men are from Mars, 
women are from Venus 
P98

Feminism: the last 50 years P102 Reporting research 
P103

Analyzing 
attitudes to 
women in the 
press  P104

P111 Unit 6
Make 
yourself at 
home

Golden 
memories  P112

Humanizing the 
non-human

inversion
collocations  Pp118-119

“It was home”: reflections 
on losing place  P120

A roof over your head  P124 Making 
generalizations P125

Designing an ideal 
home  P126

P133 Unit 7
A love of 
language

Lessons to be 
learnt  P134

Inferring the use of it
only if
There be nothing for it but …
collocations  Pp140-141

Do you speak netspeak? 
P142

Preserving the Icelandic language 
P146

Writing a humorous 
personal essay  P147

Preparing a first 
lesson for learners 
of Chinese  P148

P155 Unit 8
Enquiring 
minds

The miracle of 
evolution  P156

Paradox suffixes -ism and -ist
on + noun phrase / gerund
far from …
collocations  Pp162-163

Travelling through time 
P164

Apollo 13  P168 Writing about a 
challenge  P169

Making 
predictions about 
the future  P170
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